Dear Students,
As always in those times: DDM – distance, disinfection, masks, but airing is added to
recommendations as well.
Please be informed that Polish citizens are also advised by Polish Government to install “STOP COVID
- ProteGO Safe application”.
Secondly, please be reminded that whole Polish territory will be moved to RED zone

since this Friday-Saturday midnight.
In means that on Saturday October 24th 2020 new restrictions are implemented in Poland as follows:
 suspension of stationary activities of eateries and restaurants (only take-out or delivery
service is allowed);
 max. 5 people from who are not living together as a family-members or not heaving common
household may be present at once at events, meetings and gatherings in public spaces
(except for business meetings);
 all classes at all education levels over 3rd grade of primary school are moved to distance
learning (no stationary classes possible);
 children up to 16 years of age cannot move outside alone between 8 AM and 4PM MondayFriday without parents.
Please be also recalled about “hours for senior” - between 10:00 and 12:00 (Monday – Friday) only
the people over 70 years of age may enter the shops and pharmacies and post offices.
As you remember on 15.10.2020 we had 8.1 thousands of daily confirmed new infections in
Poland.
Polish government announced that this weekend we may expect the level of new infections up to 15
thousands, even.
The scale, speed and range of the pandemic development depends on us.
We recommend everyone to stay at home whenever possible.
Any social contacts and unnecessary movement should be reduced to a absolutely minimum, apart
from absolutely necessary needs related to the current affairs of everyday life
Please be reminded to check website of the Government of the Republic of Poland, regularly, as
previously advised:

https://www.gov.pl/web/coronavirus/temporary-limitations
Please be reminded that penalties for breaking the rules are high and strictly enforced in in line with
the zero-tolerance policy implemented by Polish Government.

